CDN & Cloud Security services
game-changer enters India;
more economical features
A new player in a currently cluttered market of CDN started
its services in India early June 2020. ArvanCloud, a new comer
in the field, has successfully offered competitive CDN and
cloud security solutions in Europe, Australia and the Middle
East before entering India.

ArvanCloud, an international cloud service provider, entered
India by launching two CDN PoP sites in New Delhi and Pune,
early June 2020. The company aims to provide Indian websites
and online businesses with cutting-edge technology, more
security, cost-effective solutions and more features comparing
to competitors.

Meanwhile ArvanCloud announced that following expansion of its
CDN infrastructures, it will launch new PoP sites in Indian
mega cities including Mumbai, Bangalore, and Chennai in the
near future. “Covid-19 pushed almost all business sectors to
go online especially small and medium-sized businesses”
ArvanCloud press release reads, “it is important for
ArvanCloud to offer its services in countries that enjoy more
home-based services or products, in order to facilitate use of
cloud services for everyone
and help these businesses to rapidly recover.”

Having more than 40 PoP sites in important locations around
the world including Europe, Australia, East Asia, central Asia
and Middle East, ArvanCloud provides economical, secure and

cutting-edge CDN and cloud security services. ArvanCloud
solutions are provided to customers in more than 38 countries.
Anycast network, Web Acceleration, DDoS Protection, Waf,
Firewall, Video CDN, and Live Streaming are among ArvanCloud
solutions. Comparing to its competitors, the company offers
most of its features free of charge and on pay-as-you-go
plans.

The company provides many solutions with several features in
its free tier. They include Managed DNS with unlimited traffic
and Advance DDoS Protection, full features of CDN solution up
to 50 GB in every geographical region (Europe, Austria, Asia,
America), Cloud Security services, and full features of Video
CDN (VoD streaming) up to 10 GB.

ArvanCloud’s integrated infrastructure would enable Indian
websites and online businesses to manage their domains’ DNS
free of charge, fast and secure. It also helps them through
its CDN platform to deliver their website content to an
unlimited number of audiences around the world from the
nearest geolocation that would decrease loading-time and
maintain best quality.

After launching two CDN PoP sites in New Delhi and Pune,
ArvanCloud said that its Mumbai CDN PoP-site would be launched
by end of July 2020, while Bangalore and Chennai CDN PoP-sites
will be operational by end of August.

